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Abstract— This paper proposes an multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. The algorithm is based on OMOEA-II[2]. A
new linear breeding operator with lower-dimensional crossover
and copy operation is used. By using the lower-dimensional
crossover, the complexity of searching is decreased so the
algorithm converges faster. The orthogonal crossover increase
probability of producing potential superior solutions, which
helps the algorithm get better results. Ten unconstrained problems in [1] are used to test the algorithm. For three problems,
the obtained solutions are very close to the true Pareo Front,
and for one problem, the obtained solutions distribute on part
of the true Pareo Front.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Almost every real-world problem involves simultaneous
optimization of several incommensurable and often competing objectives. Evolutionary algorithms have the ability to
find multiple Pareto-optimal solutions in one single simulation run. They have often been used to solve multi-objective
problems. Such as vector evaluated genetic algorithm
(VEGA)[3], Hajela and Lins genetic algorithm( HLGA)[4],
pareto-based ranking procedure(FFGA)[5], niched Pareto
genetic algorithm (NPGA)[6], pareto archived evolution
strategy (PAES)[7], nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II)[8], strength pareto evolutionary algorithm
(SPEA2)[9], rMOGAxs[10], and generalized regression GA
(GRGA)[11]. Algorithms mentioned above are based on
pareto front. Some algorithms based on other selection
mechanisms, such as Decomposition[12], are also proposed.
Orthogonal design method [13] is developed to sample a
small, but representative set of combinations for experimentation to obtain good combination. Leung and Zhang incorporated orthogonal design in genetic algorithm for single objective problems [14][15], found such method was more robust
and statistically sound. In [16], orthogonal design method is
used in multi-objective evolutionary algorithm and developed
algorithm was called OMOEA. It was showed that OMOEA
could find good solutions. But OMOEA degraded its performance on both precision and distribution of the yielded
solutions for problems with strong interaction between variables, and when the number of objectives increases, the
solutions yielded by OMOEA increased exponentially. In [2],
an improved version of OMOEA (OMOEA-II) is proposed.
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Orthogonal design method is nested in crossover operator to
select better genes as offsprings, and consequently, enhances
the performance of OMOEA. Both orthogonal crossover and
linear crossover are used in OMOEA-II. By combining two
crossover operators, faster convergence and better solutions
are obtained.
In this paper, the algorithm is based on OMOEA-II. Linear
crossover operator used in OMOEA-II takes 2 parents. In the
new version of the algorithm, lower-dimensional crossover is
used and it takes more than 2 parents(5 in this paper), this
pass more and wider superior factors on to the offsprings.
Copy operation is also introduced into the algorithm, which
increase the probability of holding good factors unmodified
during a cycle of evolution.
The performance assessment guidelines, and 10 unconstrained problem provided in [1], which is for the CEC
2009 Special Session and Competition, are used to test the
algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II briefly describes orthogonal design method. Section III
presents the algorithm. Section IV shows numerical experiment results. Finally, section V concludes with a summary
of the paper.
II. O RTHOGONAL D ESIGN M ETHODS
An example was introduced in [17] to explain the basic
concept of experimental design methods. Orthogonal design
solutions may not really be optimal. However, orthogonal
design has been proven to be optimal for additive and
quadratic models.
A special class of orthogonal arrays LM (QP ), which we
shall use a simple permutation method to construct, will be
used in this paper, where Q is prime and M = QJ , where J
is a positive integer satisfying
P =

QJ − 1
Q−1

(1)

Denote the jth column of the orthogonal array [ai,j ]M ×P
by aj . Column aj for j = 1, 2, (Q2 − 1)/(Q − 1) + 1, (Q3 −
1)/(Q − 1) + 1, . . . , (QJ−1 − 1)/(Q − 1) + 1 are called
basic columns, and the others are called nonbasic columns.
The algorithm first constructs the basic columns, and then
generates the nonbasic columns. The details are as follows.
Algorithm 1: Construction of orthogonal array LM (QP )
//Construct the basic columns as follows:
F ORk = 1T OJ

k−1

j = QQ−1−1 + 1;
F ORi = 1T OQj
ai,j =  Qi−1
J−k modQ;
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
//Construct the nonbasic columns as follows:
FOR k=2k−1
TO J
j = QQ−1−1 + 1;
FOR s=1 TO j-1, t=1 TO Q-1
aj+(s−1)(Q−1)+t = (as × t + aj )modQ;
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
The used orthogonal array in this paper is required to
satisfy P ≥ N and M is as small as possible. That is
the columns P of LM (QP ) must be larger than the number
of factors (or decision variables) in the hope of sampling
small number of points (combinations) for obtaining better
solution. It only needs to determine Q and J for determining
LM (QP ). LM (QP ) is determined by solving the following
minimization problem:
M inimizeM = QJ
SubjecttoP =

QJ − 1
>N
Q−1

(2)

where Q is a prime and Q ≥ 3, J is a positive integer.
LM (QP ) is the full size of the orthogonal array, which
has P columns. For a problem with N decision variables,
we discard the last P . N columns of LM (QP ) and get an
orthogonal array LM (QN ).
The proposed algorithm will require the mean value of the
objective at each level of each factor. Denote the objective
values of the orthogonal experiments by [yi ]M ×1 where the
objective has the value yi at the ith combination, the mean
values by [k,j ]Q×N where the objective has the mean value
k,j at the kth level of the jth factor, and
k,j =

Q 
yi
M

(3)

ai,j =k

where the orthogonal array LM (QN ) has the value ai,j at
ith row and jth column. That is, the jth factor has level ai,j
in the ith combination(experiment).
 The objective has value
yi at the ith combination, and ai,j =k yi implies the sum
of yi where ∀i satisfy ai,j = k. The details of the algorithm
are as follows
Algorithm 2: Calculation of mean value [k,j ]Q×N
[k,j ]Q×N = [0]Q×N
//Add up objective result for each factor at each level
FOR i=1 TO M, j=1 TO N
q = ai,j ; q,j = q,j + yi ;
ENDFOR
//Average results for each factor at each level
[k,j ]Q×N = [k,j ]Q×N × Q/M
Each factor has its best level according to the mean value
matrix [k.j ]Q×N , the combination s of the best levels is
potentially a good solution. For minimization problems, it is

calculated by
kj ,j = min{1,j , 2,j , . . . , Q,j }, j = 1, 2, . . . , N
s = (k1 , k2 , . . . , kN ) (4)

III. A LGORITHM D ESCRIPTION
A. Framework of Algorithm
1) Randomly create population P0 with size NP opSize .
Let t = 0
2) Execute Linear Breeding Operator on Pt which yields
offspring Qt with size NpopSize , let Pt =Pt ∪ Qt .
3) Execute Orthogonal Breeding Operator on Pt with
probability porthogonal which yields offspring Rt , let
Pt =Pt ∪ Rt .
4) Execute Selection Operator on Pt which yields next
population. Let Pt+1 = Pt , t = t + 1.
5) If stopping criterion satisfied, goto Step 6
Else goto Step 2.
6) Terminate algorithm and output Pt .
B. Linear Breeding Operator
The linear breeding operator execute lower-dimensional
crossover, mutation and copy operation. iindex stands for
the index of the individual to be copied, and NP arentCount
stands for the number of parents for the crossover operation.
The details are as follows.
1) Let iindex =0.
2) Randomly select NP arentCount individuals:I1 , I2 , . . .,
INP arentCount from the current population, where
index=iindex .
3) Randomly get NP arentCount variables r1 , r2 , . . .,
rNP arentCount range from -1 to NP arentCount , which
satisfy r1 + r2 + . . . + rNP arentCount = 1.
4) Produce a new individual Inew , for each decision variable xi (i = 1, 2, . . . , NDN ALength ), execute following
3 sub-steps::
a) Lower-dimensional Crossover operation:
Let

v=

NP arentCount


rj × Ij .xi .

j=1

If v>U pperBoundi , let xi =U pperBoundi
Else If v<LowerBoundi , let xi =LowerBoundi
Else, let xi =v
b) Mutation operation: Randomly create v ranges
from LowerBoundi to U pperBoundi , let xi =
v with probability pmutation .
c) Copy operation: xi ⇐ P opulation[iindex ].xi
with probability pcopy .
5) Add Inew into the current population.
6) If iindex =NP opSize , terminate operation
Else, let iindex =iindex + 1 and goto Step 2.

For lower-dimensional crossover operation, the offspring
v of the crossover stays in the linear space defined by the
NP arentCount parents I1 , I2 , . . ., INP arentCount . The dimension of the space is equal or smaller than NP arentCount −
1.The constraints, −1 ≤ r1 , r2 , . . . , rNP arentCount ≤
NP arentCount , constrain v in a neighborhood of the
NP arentCount parents. Therefore, v stays in a neighborhood of the NP arentCount parents with smaller than
NP arentCount − 1 dimensions no matter how many dimensions the decision space of the optimization problem has. We
know the fast convergence of the gradient algorithm is due to
its linear search along the gradient direction. Therefore, the
new algorithm should converge fast with higher dimensional
decision space especially for optimization problems.
C. Orthogonal Crossover Operator
1) Orthogonal Crossover: Orthogonal design method is
used on the subspace extended by the randomly chosen
parents.
H = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xN |li ≤ xi ≤ ui , i = 1, 2, . . . , N }
li = min{m1,i , m2,i }ui = max{m1,i , m2,i }

(5)

For (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) in H, xi is regarded as the ith factor.
Orthogonal array is selected by Equation (2). Each factor
i is parted into Q-1 equal portions and yields Q levels
x1,i , x2,i , . . . , xQ,i , where the design parameter Q must be
prime and xq,i is given by
⎧ 
q=1
⎨ li
li + (q − 1)δi 2 ≤ q ≤ Q − 1
xq,i =
⎩ 
q=Q
ui
u − li
(6)
whereδi = i
Q−1
In other words, the difference between two successive
levels is the same. For convenience, denote xj =
{x1,j , x2,j , . . . , xQ,j }, and call xq,j the qth level of the jth
factor.
2) Orthogonal crossover operator:
1) Randomly choose parents m1 and m2 , Construct subspace H according to Equation (5)
2) Choose an objective k from the K objectives as optimizing objective
3) Employ orthogonal design method on H, where orthogonal array is determined by Equation (2)
4) Add the potentially good solutions from Equation (4)
into the current population.
5) Terminate operation.
D. Selection Operator
1) Empty Pt+1
2) Find the non-dominated set B of Rt . If |B| = NP then
Pt+1 ⇐ B;if |B| > NP then execute cutoff operator
followed which eliminate |B| − NP elements from B
and assigned the reduced B to Pt+1 :

a) Initialize cluster set Ψ : Ψ = ∪i∈B {{i}} where
each individual i ∈ B constitute a distinct cluster.
b) If |Ψ| ≤ Np , goto Step e), else goto Step c).
c) Calculate the distance of all possible pairs of
clusters. The distance dc of two cluster C1 , C2 ∈
Ψ is given as the average distance between pairs
of individuals across the two clusters

1
d(i1 , i2 )
dc =
|C1 | · |C2 |
i1 ∈C1 ,i2 ∈C2

where d(i1 , i2 ) is the distance between two individuals i1 and i2 (here the distance in objective
space is used).
d) Determine two clusters C1 and C2 with minimal
distance dc; the chosen clusters are amalgamated
into a large cluster: Ψ = Ψ{C1 , C2 }∪{C1 ∪C2 }.
Go to Step b)
e) For each cluster, select a representative individual
and remove all other individuals from the cluster.
We consider the centroid (the point with minimal average distance to all other points in the
cluster) as the representative individual. Compute
the reduced non-dominated set by uniting the
representative of the clusters: Pt+1 = ∪C∈Ψ C.
if |B| < NP then move B from Rt to Pt+1 , i.e.,
Rt ⇐ Rt \ BandPt+1 ⇐ Pt+1 ∪ B, repeat the process
of finding the non-dominated set of reduced Rt and
moving the non-dominated set from Rt to Pt+1 till
|Pt+1 | = NP .
3) Let current population be Pt+1 .
IV. N UMERICAL E XPERIMENTS AND D ISCUSSION
A. Test problems
10 Unconstrained multi-objective optimization test instances for the CEC 2009 Special Session and Competition
are taken to test the algorithm[1]. All the problems are
required to take 30 decision variables. 7 of the test problems
have 2 objectives to be minimized and the rest 3 problems
have 3 objectives. All the test problems are treated as blackbox problems.
B. Testing environment
1) Parameter setting: For all test instances, parameter
settings are the same:
Population size
Number of parent in linear crossover
Mutation probability
Copy probability
Orthogonal crossover probability
Maximal number of function evaluations

300
5
0.05
0.05
0.1
300,000

2) PC Configuration:
CPU
RAM
Operating System
Middle-ware
Computer Language

Intel T7500 2.2 GHz,4MB
2 GB, 667MHz
Windows Server 2003 with SP2
.Net Framework 3.5
Visual C#.NET

3) Testing method: We use a performance metric[1] to
assess the final solutions:
Let P ∗ be a set of uniformly distributed points
along the PF (in the objective space). Let A be
an approximate set to the PF, the average distance
from P ∗ to A is defined as:

∗ d(v, A)
∗
IGD(A, P ) = v∈P ∗
|P |
where d(v,A) is the minimum Euclidean distance
between v and the points in A. If |P ∗ | is large
enough to represent the PF very well, IGD(A, P ∗ )
could measure both the diversity and convergence
of A in a sense. To have a low value of IGD(A,
P ∗ ), the set A must be very close to the PF and
cannot miss any part of the whole PF.
Due to the population size, 300 final solutions will be
produced. We use the same algorithm as selection operator
to reduce them. To meet the requirement of the contest,
the numbers of solutions are reduced to 100 for 2-objective
problems, and 150 for 3-objective problem. Then the metric
above is used to assess the 100 solutions.
For each test problem, the algorithm is set to be run
independently 30 times. The average IGD value of 30 test
results is the assessed value for a test instance.
C. Results
1) Figures:
a) Distribution of obtained solutions (Figure 1,2,3,4,5):
For each test problem, we draw a figure of obtained solutions
from the test instance who has the best IGD value. The points
for solutions are represented by  + s. For contrast, the true
Pareto Front represented by  · s are drawn in the same figure.
The distribution figures show the diversity and how close the
obtained solution set is close to the true Pareto Front.
b) Evolution of IGD values (Figure 6,7,8,9,10): For
each test problem, we also draw a figure showing the
evolution of the means(represented by blue lines)/standard
deviations(represented by red bars) of IGD values of the
approximate solution sets obtained with the number of function evaluations. For readability, the standard deviations are
tenfold drawn.
2) Table: The Table I shows the means and standard
deviations of IGD value of the 30 final test result for each
test problem.
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V. C ONCLUSIONS
A. Use of Lower-dimensional Crossover
The lower-dimensional crossover, which searches a lower
dimensional neighbor of the parents, decreases the complexity of searching. Therefore, the algorithm can converge fast.
Because the parents are selected randomly, and it is the
neighborhood but not convex space is searched, the ability
of global search can be ensured.
B. Use of Orthogonal Crossover
The orthogonal design method used in the orthogonal
crossover increase probability of producing potential superior
solutions, which helps the algorithm get better results.
C. Performance
Among the 10 unconstrained problems in [1], the algorithm find solutions are very close to the true Pareo Front for
three problems, and for one problem, the obtained solutions
distribute on part of the true Pareo Front. The algorithm
performs preferably, but still has limitations.
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